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PART - A (10x2=20 Marks)
1. Write down the DPSK bit stream c6rrdsponding'to the binary bit stream

1011000110.

2. State one character each for Rayleigh and Rician channels.

3. What is meant by Nyquist bandwidth ?

4. State the principle behind decision feedback equalisation.

5. Give the expressions for the threshold and bit error probability of a matched. filter.

6. Comment on the error detecting and correcting capability of Reed Solomon cod.es.

1
7. Design a convolutional coder of constraint length 8 and rate efficierano rate emclency t.
8. State an advantage and. a disad.vantage of sequential decoding of convolutional

codes. .o0
State the purposes of scramblers. 

",15!u1o-
state the significance of peak to average power ratio. 

.rser$suea('o$",..PART - B 
{N[s.te'"- 

(5x13=65 Marks)

11. a) Discuss the effect sfimperfect carrier and bit synchronisation on the performance
ofcoherent receivers.

(oR)

b) Discuss, in detail, on the bit error probability of non-coherent receivers under
the influence of Rayleigh and Rician channels.

9.

10.
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L2. a) Explain the Nyquist criterion to realize zero ISI.

(oR)

b) Explain in detail, the linear equalization and adaptive eqr-ralization algorithms.

13. a) Explain, the various binary block cod.es.

(OR) luuw'lcccntqucgtion Peper'Gom

b) Explain the performance binary and orthogonal codes using BPSK modulation.

t4. a) Explain viterbi algorithm to decode convolutionally coded messages. Make
suitable assumptions.

(oR)

b) i) Write notes on turbo codes.

ii) Discuss the error probability performance of convolutional coded BPSK
modulation.

15. a) Explain the t-r*?#;ation of an OFDM system, in detail.

' b) Explain the PAP reduction techniques.

PART. C (1x15=15 Marks)

16. a) Derive and discuss the error detection and correction capabilities of the following
codes.

r) Hamming

iil Golay

iii) Cyclic

iv) BCH

v) Reed-Solomon
[rru . tccGlltqucstion peper' cg,111'

(oR)

b) i) Explain the significance of Shannon's channel coding theorem.

ii) Derive the Bit error probability of M-PSK receiver and d.iscuss on it..


